2008 buick lucerne fuse box diagram

Honda City helped make these videos. The video above shows how to replace blown fuses in
the interior fuse box of your Buick Lucerne in addition to the fuse panel diagram location.
Electrical components such as your map light, radio, heated seats, high beams, power windows
all have fuses and if they suddenly stop working, chances are you have a fuse that has blown
out. If your Lucerne is experiencing electrical problems, you should always check the fuses
first, because they are relatively easy to check and cheap to change. Some Buicks have multiple
interior fuse boxes including in the trunk - the video above will show you where the interior fuse
box of your Lucerne is located. If your Lucerne has many options like a sunroof, navigation,
heated seats, etc, the more fuses it has. Some components may have multiple fuses, so make
sure you check all of the fuses that are linked to the component in question. If you need to
replace a blown fuse in your Lucerne, make sure you replace it with one that has the same
amperage as the blown fuse. If checking and replacing the fuse for the component in question
doesn't work, we recommend seeking assistance from a trusted professional mechanic. They
should be able to figure out if the component needs to be replaced or if there is a short or some
other problem with your Lucerne. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. If your battery has green or white cruddy deposits, it is probably
not getting enough juice from and will likely wear out sooner. One of the easiest fluids to top off
- learn how to open the hood and where the reservoir is on your car. The best way to fix leaking
hoses is to replace them, but if you don't have time, a stop leak product might work for you. Car
companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and
sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs.
Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. How to seal minor transmission fluid leaks. Minor
transmission fluid leaks can often be fixed with the right sealant - see how to do this. Clean the
gunk off of your battery. Add washer fluid. Fix leaky hoses. See all videos for the Buick Lucerne.
We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything So how do you find
out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time
wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. Car has gone through 3 fuel pump relay fuses in 3 months last one started on fire
just from starting vehicle - Blaine, MN, USA. Within the last month, my car has burned though 3
fuel pump relays. One connection is bubbling up in a certain spot. The fuse box is hot to the
touch, and a glove was needed to pull the fuel relay out and the bubbling is now apparent on the
fuse box itself. I had just finished a mile round trip with my sister and when we stopped for
food, the car would crank but not start. In the last month and a half my Buick Lucerne has
burned up six fuel pump relays it keeps melting the relays and the fuse block I believe this to be
a safety hazard as it could catch on fire this should definitely be recalled - Lake Jackson, TX,
USA. Search CarComplaints. Rear seat makes contact with top of fuse block cover causing it to
push aginst fuel pump relay causing it to overheat and burn out. This relay gets heated to the
point that it could present a fire hazard. Due to the heat it generates, it melts the fuse block
causing it to have to be replaced. Back seat cannot support weight of an average size person.
This problem causes the vehicle to shut down and lose power rendering lose of power steering
and power brakes. It is unreprehensible that GM is not made to correct this blatant mistake. This
has happened 4 times and the block has been replaced by authorized buic dealer. The contact
owns a Buick Lucerne. The contact stated that the fuse box failed three times in three months.
Also, while driving, a burning odor was detected. There were no warning indicators illuminated.
The contact coasted the vehicle over to the side of the road, opened the back seat of the
vehicle, and noticed that the fuel fuse was burned. The contact replaced the fuse, but the failure
recurred. The vehicle was towed to an independent mechanic where the fuel box and fuel pump
were replaced; however, the failure recurred. The contact spoke with murdock Hyundai logan
located at main St, logan, ut , and the contact was informed that there would be a fee for
diagnostic testing and repairs. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer and was not repaired. The
manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Fuse box
under the seat overheats and burns out fuel pump relay along with the fuse box. I received a
letter in January, regarding this vehicle, stating that the "vehicle's rear seat bracket could
contact the vehicle's rear electrical center rec , which can, over time, damage electrical
components within the rec enclosure. If damage occurs, the components can melt or overheat,
which the customer may detect by a melting odor in the vehicle. Damage could also cause the

vehicle's battery to drain, a no-start condition, or a stall. I took the vehicle to shelton Pontiac
Buick in rochester, mi to find out if our car had been affected by this condition, and after
examining the rec harness, they said that it has been affected and needs repair. Buick was the
one who contacted me regarding this situation, which is unsafe and should be under a recall
with no charge to the customer to fix. It is a manufacturer's problem and not due to wear and
tear and I believe I should not be charged for this repair because of their faulty design. I have
spoken with their customer assurance center many times and have gotten nowhere with them. I
also wrote a letter to neelie O'connor, the executive director of Buick's North american contact
center and never received a response. She was the person who signed the letter, alerting us to
the problem. I do not want this vehicle to be unsafe as I am on the road a lot, going back and
forth to detroit for cancer treatments. It needs to be fixed and Buick should pay for it. Twice in
the last twelve months there has been a short in the tail light assembly resulting in my battery
getting drained. I could not get to my tools in the trunk because I could not get the electrical
system to open the trunk and I could not open it manually. The short has been due to an
electrical wire being pinched between a washer and the frame when the tail light assembly was
replaced after a bulb was replaced. It caused my car to die while running. My car shut off will
not start with key in the ignition, and when started with the keyless remote it still will not move
and car will not come out of park. The whole entire ignition system is locked up. I tried my spare
key the car has shut down and it had to be towed home. The car was stationary. The fuel pump
relay fuse was extremely burnt and noticed the fuse box was melted near the relay fuse.
Brought my car to the local Buick dealership and they notified me a 10 year "special coverage"
was available on this car but I was never notified of the issue. I am the 2nd owner of this vehicle.
I called GM customer service and they said they wouldn't be able to do anything about it. If the
electrical box is being burned and it's directly under a seat I fear this is a major safety concern. I
believe this should have warranted a recall and it absolutely should be required for GM to notify
the current owner of the vehicle for this issue. Car wouldn't start checked fuse panel and fuel
pump relay terminal is melted upon further research this is a common occurrence in the Buick
Lucerne models caused by the panel being directly under the rear seat bracket. Bracket applies
pressure to panel lid which intern pushes and applies pressure to fuel pump relay GM
recommends replacing relay with low profile style relay and cutting seat brackets. If this is such
a know issue and GM recommends these modifications why is this not a safety recall? I
received a notice from Buick on Friday, Jan 18, stating that the rear seat bracket may be
contacting the rear electrical center rec which causes an smokey odor in the vehicle.
Reimbursement is eligible if you have it repaired but I'm not eligible for a recall or the funds
because my car was originally delivered July I bought it with only 24, original miles on it in June
I have never been notified by Buick about this situation. All this time we thought that the
previous owner was a smoker. Something has obviously burned or is burning in the car. Due to
the superior condition of this vehicle and the service records showing we have well maintained
it, we are requesting assistance to get this repair completed at no charge by the Buick
corporation. When contacting the Buick corporation on Monday, Jan 21, , they said that
because of the original del
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ivery age and it's about 6 months past eligibility, that they won't assist. I find it ironic that I was
not notified of this situation before January and have been the car's second owner since June
Buick has known about this problem but has done nothing about it. Keeps melting relay and
fuse box leaving an electrical fire smell in car. This is the 2nd box and fuel pump to be
replaceed in less than 2 years. My battery is located under the back seat and caught flames
yesterday with my small children in the back. The contact owned a Buick Lucerne. After starting
the vehicle, an electrical surge occurred and the driver noticed smoke under the hood. After
opening the hood, flames appeared from the engine compartment. The fire department was
called to the scene and extinguished the flames. The vehicle was destroyed and towed away.
The cause of the failure was not determined. The local dealer was not notified. The failure
mileage was , Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

